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To whom it may concern,
As are pensioner I have found that i need access to specialist eh i recently found out my immune system is so low
due to having P T S D from 13 years in
that i need dental work done and did not know being on anti
depression rotten your teeth I will have to stay on these tablets for the rest of my life and i would like to know when
needed i could see specialist as we are all getting older and will need good access to Medical care I believe that in
getting High quality psychological care who deals in P S T would be a great advantage for all of us as otherwise we
might never move forward.
or find some peace in all of this
As for Monetary
How can you put a price on a life time of of results of living in those times of fear. sexual abuse. beatings. lack of
education. rejection. not knowing why you cannot hold a job.
going thou life making a fool of your self.Feeling a failure for not knowing.Life Every Day is a struggle of leaning
Because of our distantly i do not have superannuation and worry how i am going to buried when God takes me
home as i am sure a lot of people worry about that as well I think all abuse should be given compassion I would like
say the process should not be drawn out as are lot of us are over sixty plus . I do not think the ones who have a
Redress already should be penalized as like i said what price can u put on a person lifetime.
I Trust that my input helps you Thank you
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